3D beamforming with ultrasonic divided-ring arrays.
Conventional 2D arrays have a set of squared elements whose inter-element spacing is around lambda/2. This arrangement requires an excessive amount of electronic resources for the generation and processing of ultrasonic signals. In this work, the beam properties of a single divided-ring array are analysed theoretically with the goal of producing volumetric images. Divided-ring arrays are based on a circular pattern, which has a lower periodicity than square arrays, and this property allows increasing the element size while keeping the amplitude of the grating lobes at a reasonably low level. The paper emphasises several advantages of ring arrays, suggesting that these apertures are useful for 3D ultrasonic imaging. First, as the element size may increase, the number of elements can be reduced with little loss of emitting area. Second, ring arrays produce beams of large depth of field in both transmission and reception. This can be used to avoid the complexity associated with dynamic focusing.